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House Resolution 1505

By: Representatives Rogers of the 26th, Collins of the 27th, Mills of the 25th, and Benton of

the 31st 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Dr. Jeff Terry and DirectCare of Georgia; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, DirectCare is an innovative direction and practice style exclusively offered by3

Dr. Jeff Terry at the Northeast Georgia Diagnostic Clinic; and4

WHEREAS, in order to provide patients with more individualized care, he will dramatically5

reduce the number of patients he cares for, and participation in this unique program will be6

on a first come, first serve basis; and7

WHEREAS, DirectCare is guided by the patient-physician relationship, and care is tailored8

to meet your specific lifestyle, medical needs, schedule, and concerns; and9

WHEREAS, Dr. Terry earned his medical degree at the Medical University of South10

Carolina and completed his internship and residency at Carolinas Medical Center in11

Charlotte, North Carolina; and12

WHEREAS, he is board certified in internal medicine by the American Board of Internal13

Medicine and is a member of the American College of Physicians, the American Medical14

Association, and the Georgia Medical Association; and15

WHEREAS, having practiced medicine for eight years, he has full hospital privileges at both16

campuses of the Northeast Georgia Medical Center; and17

WHEREAS, he and his wife, Stacey, have three children, and Dr. Terry enjoys golf and18

hiking and is a loyal supporter and fan of the University of Georgia.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body join together in recognizing Dr. Jeffrey C. Terry and Northeast21
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Georgia DirectCare and commend Dr. Terry on the valuable medical services he provides1

to his community and this state.2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is hereby3

authorized and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Dr. Jeff Terry.4


